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From the 
Principal/CEO 

The Maranatha difference is our Christ-
centred curriculum that is at the heart of 
our partnership between school and home. 

It is hard to acknowledge sometimes 
that, although we may work hard, and 
have good intentions, we find ourselves 
in difficulty. Difficulties are the challenges 
God gives us as He makes us more like 
Him, so how we respond often comes 
down to our attitude. When we can see 
difficulty or challenge as an opportunity to 
grow, especially in our faith, then we can 
always give thanks to God for all he has 
done. 

This year has no doubt been dominated 
by news of the school restructure. When 
viewed through the lens of God using 
events to help us grow, the restructure 
undoubtedly has enabled the community to 
combine the various strengths of different 
parts of the school into an even greater 
whole under God, using the foundation 
of the pioneers to build again for future 
generations. 

As I reflect on all that has occurred this 
year, I see how the school has grown in 
faithfulness. The year has been full of 
wonderful events, my personal highlight 
being the time spent with Year 10 students 
on their mission trip to Thailand. More 
importantly, the students have honoured 
God in their daily lives, in using their God-
given talents and gifts for His glory or in 
the way the senior students from each 
campus have embraced each other. To 
hear the school captains talk of friendships 
made, opportunities created, and 
challenges overcome made the difficult 
calls worthwhile. There is no doubts this 
community is underpinned by God’s love, 
grace and care for us all. 

In reflecting further, the truth of the above 
statement becomes ever more self-evident. 
Our Christ centred curriculum is our point 
of difference for parents as it means 
that when we teach, we help children to 
become Christian thinkers, and so culture 
shapers in our diverse society.  We need 
more Christian leaders. A Christ-centred 
curriculum means encouraging children to 
give their best back to God – my utmost for 
His glory – though service, collaboration, 
prayer, effort, high standards, and high 
expectations, no matter who we are. A 
Christ-centred curriculum permeates 
the way we interact with each other and 

encourages us to serve – in other words 
to give back to God what He has given 
us through using our gifts and talents for 
Him in today’s world. Ultimately a Christ- 
centred curriculum helps children develop 
into the fine young men and women that 
God intends them to be.

As the year draws to a close, we farewell 
a number of long serving members of both 
teaching and administration staff – those 
with more than twenty years at the school 
include Bruce Park, Helen Kilgour, Maree 
Marin and David Gleeson - and give thanks 
to God for all their service to the School.

I thank all members of the Maranatha 
community for your support and prayers 
for the School, and for me personally as its 
leader this year. This is a lovely school. My 
prayer over the summer is that we not only 
all enjoy a refreshing and blessed break, 
but also that as a school community we 
allow God to continue to make us more like 
Him. In this way we honour God by creating 
a collective culture that fulfils the vision 
of the school - to be a Christian learning 
community in partnership with home and 
church where students are inspired to 
discover and develop their God-given gifts, 
abilities and character for a life of service 
to the Lord in contemporary society. 

I look forward with you to an outstanding 
year in 2016 as we seek to do our utmost 
for His glory. 

Dr Roderick Crouch

Principal/CEO

Download the layar app.
Then scan the page to 
discover a video message 
from Dr Roderick Crouch.
www.maranatha.vic.edu.au
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Board Chairman’s 
Message
Although it has been a very challenging 
year at Maranatha I feel blessed to have 
worked with such a wonderful team. 
God has entrusted the Board with the 
responsibility of leading His school at this 
time, which is a privilege and honour we 
take very seriously. As all are aware, the 
Board made some difficult decisions this 
year about changes that were needed to 
position Maranatha in a healthier place 
to grow and prosper in the future. During 
this time, the Board sought advice and 
prayerfully considered the different options 
to ensure we were  faithful stewards of 
all God has given us.  We also want to 
thank the school community for its care, 
encouragement and feedback that enabled 
us to take account of the different views 
and impacts across different campuses 
and grades.  It was greatly appreciated.  
 
The preparations have been finalised for 
the 2016 school year with the consolidation 
of Years 6-12 at Endeavour Hills and 
two feeder junior schools at Officer and 
Doveton.  An enormous amount of planning 
has been undertaken to help ensure 2016 
will be successful for all concerned.  The 
Board has worked hand in glove with the 
senior leadership and gives thanks to God 
for the hard work, faithfulness, dedication 
and Christian commitment shown by Dr 
Crouch and his team.

During the year there were a number of 
changes to the Board of Directors with the 
retirement of Mr Steven Tucker and the 
appointment of Mr Andrew Snook and Mrs 
Kim Bruinsma. Mr Tucker faithfully served 
the school as a board member for three 
years. His building expertise benefitted 
the school greatly as we undertook a 
number of projects during his tenure on the 
Board. There is no doubt that the ELC at 
Doveton would not have commenced on 
time without dedication and hard work. I 
am looking forward to Mr Snook and Mrs 
Bruinsma’s involvement in the Board as 
I know they have considerable skills and 
wisdom which will add significantly to the 
Board.

I am very conscious that we are farewelling 
a number of long serving members of staff 
and on behalf of the Board, I thank each 
and every one for their faithful service to 
the students of Maranatha. They have a 
genuine concern for the students and will 
no doubt be sorely missed. I wish them 
well in the future. 

As we look forward to 2016 it will no 
doubt be another busy year as we seek 
to consolidate and rebuild.  The Board, 
together with the senior management 
team, will undertake further strategic 
planning. We remain fully committed both 
to the foundational purpose of the school 
to partner with parents to provide Christ-
centred education for our children, and 
to providing the highest quality Christian 
education across all our three sites. We 
ask that each of you pray for this process, 
that the Lord’s will be made clear, and that 
we all remain obedient to what His plan is 
for our School.

Finally, I (John) am stepping down after 
10 years of being on the Board. I am a 
great believer in seasons (Ecclesiastes 
3) and my season as a Board member is 
coming to a close. It has been a privilege to 
serve the school on behalf of the parents.  
I strongly believe that the changes in the 
last year or two have re-established a 
foundation from which we can build and 
expand.  I want to thank you all for your 
ongoing support for the school.  Neil 
Morgan will be taking over the Board Chair 
role. I ask that you keep Neil, the Board, 
Dr Crouch and all of the dedicated staff in 
your prayers as we move in to 2016.  It is 
this prayerful support that helps contribute 
to the Maranatha difference. 

John Kruize

Board Chairman
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Director of Studies 
Message

One of my favorite poems is ‘If’ by Rudyard 
Kipling. In it he gives advice to his son with 
one of the lines reading

“If you can fill the unforgiving minute with 
sixty seconds worth of distance run…”

In a most substantial year for the School, 
it is certainly true that as a wider school 
community; staff, parents and students 
have endeavored to just that; to not 
waste an opportunity but to work hard in 
continuing to grow Maranatha Christian 
School into all that God has intended for it.
With changes come challenges. This is 
magnified when one considers the rate 
that such changes have occurred. Yet, the 
school has embraced such changes and 
has continued to see improvement in so 
many aspects of School life.

Laudable and necessary improvements 
in quantifiable areas such as NAPLAN 
and the VCE results are obvious, with the 
number of students scoring a study score 
of above 40 more than doubling from the 
previous year as well as the median score 
also increasing.

There have also been changes in the 
approach to teaching across all year 
levels as staff have continued to grow 
as educators and innovators through 
Harvard’s ‘Teaching for Understanding” 
model. Students have benefitted from a 
fresh and renewed emphasis on inquiry-
based learning which seeks to challenge 
children to think and to question in 
order that they may develop a deep 
understanding of what is being presented 
and uncovered.

As part of such a focus was November’s 
most successful “Night of the Notables” 
investigation at Grade 5/6. Students in 
these two Grade levels had the opportunity 
to explore and investigate a particular 
notable person and demonstrate their 
deep knowledge through a performance 
of understanding; an evening for parents 
to come and meet the notable guests and 
to put the students to the test. Given the 
current global climate, it was fascinating to 
see ‘Anne Frank’ placed next to ‘Malala’. A 
wonderful juxtaposition indeed.

So to 2016 and the further strengthening 
of our School community.  In Grade 9, 
selected students have been presented 
with an exciting opportunity called “Fast 
track” which is designed to accelerate 
select students through Grade 9 and 
10 Mathematics in a single academic 
year. The major benefit of this is to add 
rigor and focus to the participant’s 
workload in a notoriously difficult time of 
schooling, which will be noticed in their 
academic results at the completion of their 
Secondary education.

After completing Fast track, participants 
then have the opportunity of undertaking 
Year 11 Mathematical Methods whilst in 
Year 10, followed by Year 12 Mathematical 
Methods whilst in Year 11.

There have also been significant 
changes in the Science and Humanities 
department with the sole intention of 
better preparing our students for their final 
year’s of schooling. 

All Grade 9 students will also have 
an opportunity to belong, create, be 
challenged and discover other areas of 
our world through the programme named 
Weeks Without Walls.

Maranatha Christian School is a great 
school, a great community; a great 
curriculum and we serve a great God. 

Stuart Evans

Director Studies
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Deputy Principal 
/ Head of Casey 
New
There was a lot of exciting changes on the 
Endeavour Hills site in 2015.  The Senior 
School (Year 9 to 12) was established 
under the direction of Colleen Dutlow.  
Pastoral care took place in Houses that 
consisted of cross age home groups.  The 
Middle School combined Year 5 to 8 under 
the leadership of Lance Kannemeyer.  Year 
8 students were given new opportunities 
to serve under this structure.

Jason Burgess took over as the Head of 
the Doveton site and impressed many 
with his friendly nature, hard work and 
heart for God.  He made a number of 
significant changes to curriculum.  The 
improvements in Junior School reading, 
writing and numeracy over the year have 
been significant and a real credit to all 
teachers.

Highlights
A number of special events, activities 
and programs took place during 2015.  
The Senior Production showcased the 
significant talents and creativity of students 
and staff from both campuses.  Our Year 
12s enjoyed a very successful formal in 
the city during Term 1.  Year 11 students 
took part in a three day retreat at Sorrento 
to prepare them for the challenges of the 
final year of their schooling.  A City camp 
was run for the first time for Year 10.  They 
also went to Thailand, took part in driver 
education and work experience.  Year 9 
spent a week doing lessons in the city and 
on our beautiful coast.

Service was a big focus in the middle 
school with all students given the 
opportunity to serve in their local and 
school community.  Our Middle School 
Robotics group experienced success 
both locally and interstate.  Year 5, 6 
and 8 all enjoyed combined camps with 
students from Cardinia.  Year 7s had 
an exciting year with camp, the Year 7 
Band program and Boy/Girl week.  Other 
highlights included our annual Anzac 
Service, the Walk for Burma at Lysterfield 
Lake, Unplugged Senate event and the 
inaugural leadership induction service.

The Junior School provided memorable 
moments across all levels.  Grade 4 
enjoyed their three day camp at Forest 
Edge.  Our Grade 2 and 3 students had 
a sleepover at school that included pizza 
dinner and a movie.  Prep and Grade 1 
had a stay late that involved activities 
like cooking and craft.  ELC had a busy 
year that included a number of activities 
to prepare them for Prep.  The Junior 
School musical was an outstanding 
success.  Older students shone in main 
roles, younger students loved the large 
audience and the ELC provided an 
unforgettable opening item.

Goodbye
In October 98 Year 12 students gradated 
with a formal assembly and dinner.  Our 
greatest strength is the loyal, hardworking 
and capable staff that have been called 
to serve God at MCS.  We farewelled 
a number of long serving and faithful 
servants at the end of 2015.  This included 
emotional good byes to Bruce Park (30 
years) and Helen Kilgour (29 years).  We 
pray our departing staff and students will 
continue to serve others and go deeper in 
their relationship with God.

Finally
Thank you to our committed staff, caring 
students and supportive families for 
making 2015 such a successful year.  May 
God continue to bless the Maranatha 
community us we seek to serve Him in 
2016.

William Jackson

Deputy Principal / Head of Casey 
Campus
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Casey Early Learning Centre

Reuben Verkerk Bhavna Anand

Jaida Gueit

Orlando Perez

Yvonne de Kretser Barbara Wheeler - Scott Rebecca Starchenko

Adam Rowlands
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Kim Eckard Megan Inman

Riley Weerawardana Mariana Peralta Prarthana Kripalani
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Prep B

Carol Boyd-Moss Pascale Hussey
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David Barnes
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Grade 2 / 3 L

Lee-Ann Brissett
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Johan George

Ninita Jacob
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Grade 3 / 4 G

Tim Giliam
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Jordan Gan Alexandra Verkerk

Mrs Jessica Burke
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Junior Visual Arts
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Junior Sport
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Mrs Claire Wang
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Library. Little Fish Tales
Library – Casey Junior Campus

We have had a very busy year in the 
Library with lots of lunchtime help from 
our Library Monitors – Shadrach Silva, 
Alexandra Verkerk, Xander Luxford, 
Emmanuel Turlejski, Lavinia Stow, 
Matthew Tarsicius, Heidi Board and 
Sandra Selvaraj. The Book Week theme 
for this year was ‘Books light up our 
world’. 2 Corinthians 4:6. For our Activities 
Day we were joined by our Pre Preps 
and Grade 5 and 6 students. This was a 
great opportunity to celebrate Australian 
authors, illustrators and to read lots of new 
books. 

‘You’ll miss the best things if you keep 
your eyes shut’ - Dr Seuss

Mrs Mitchell, Miss Jimmieson and Mrs 
Capusso 

Little Fish Tales

Our pre-school Storytime sessions are 
held weekly and we have a lot fun singing, 
listening to stories, creating masterpieces 
to take home, connecting with other 
families and sharing in fellowship over 
morning tea. You are never too little to be 
read to. 

‘A person’s a person no matter how small’ 
- Dr Seuss

 Lynne Mitchell
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This is a wonderful pre-prep program for 
children aged 2-5 years.
Our sessions were held Monday mornings 
9:30-10:30a.m. followed by a morning tea 
and fellowship.
Each class began with a story time 
followed by a variety of creative activities 
such as craft, painting and playdough.

Debbie Buruma
The Art Place Coordinator
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Camps, Sleepovers & Stay - Late
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We are keen to ensure that every child 
achieves as highly as they can and I 
believe we already have a culture of high 
expectations and aspirations, where all 
sorts of talents and abilities are valued; 
we try to recognise and build on what 
the learners already know, setting out 
clear objectives for each lesson and 
sharing them with pupils. Our aim is to 
make learning vivid and real, developing 
understanding through enquiry, creativity, 
e-learning and problem solving. We do 
seek to make learning an enjoyable and 
challenging experience, using a variety 
of teaching styles and matching tasks to 
learners’ maturity and preferred learning 
styles. This year I have worked with 
children from each class to extend their 
learning. The idea has been to provide 
enrichment which allows the most able to 
experience additional material outside of 
the core offering and can serve to create a 
more complete understanding of the focus 
area. Extension activities in Numeracy 
and Literacy have been undertaken and 
children have been asked to delve deeper 
into a given subject or topic using higher 
order thinking skills. It is remarkable what 
the children have managed to produce.

Jason Burgess
Director Junior School
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SENIOR SCHOOL LEADERSHIP / CASEY

It has been a privilege and pleasure to 
work alongside the Senate this year. They 
have proved to be a group of students who 
worked independently and tirelessly to 
serve their peers. As House Leaders, they 
have run House assemblies and home 
groups, mentored younger students and 
just been a great support to the House 
coordinators and home group teachers.

The Year 12 leaders attended a 
conference in Canberra earlier in the year 
where they joined student leaders from 
all across Australia to learn about being 
a leader in contemporary society. They 
visited the War Memorial and a couple 
of them were involved in laying a wreath 
during the commemorative service. 

The Year 11 leaders attended the Grip 
Conference held in the city where they 
were involved in different activities which 
helped them to think about leadership, 
growing in leadership and activities that 
helped them to brainstorm ideas with 
students from other schools. They also 
attended the World Vision conference, 
which then saw them organise the 
World Vision 40Hr Famine, which led 
to Maranatha Christian School raising 
over $4500 which meant that children in 
poverty could attend school.

As a Senate, they met in their term holidays 
to organise the activities they would run in 
the coming term. These activities included 
a monthly Merge, which is a prayer and 
praise morning that all the school was 
invited to. A Valentine’s Day fundraiser 
meant that they could support ‘Children’s 
Heart Research’. The school body always 
looked forward to the assemblies that 
the Senate ran which included worship, 
some fun and games and a good word 
of encouragement. The Easter Service 
will always be a highlight for staff and 
students alike where many responded to 
the message. Many other activities were 
run including a Thank You morning tea for 
staff to show their appreciation to the staff 
for their support throughout the year.  

As a school, we are so grateful to God for 
these fine young men and women who 
constantly gave up their time and energy 
to serve the school and wider community. 

Collen Dutlow 
Head of Senior School
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Casey Staff / Endeavour Hills
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Yolanda Charalambous

What is hope?
Hope is a help planning to help 
you
Hope is the thing you can hold 
on to
Hope is your best friend that tells 
you that you can do it 
Hope is a guiding hand that makes 
you have a good outlook on life
Hope is a warm hug that cheers 
you up 
Hope is a mummy bear that keeps 
you safe
Hope is your parents being proud 
of you
Hope is when you are running a 
marathon coming last, and saying 
you did your best 
Hope is an amazing feeling 
that keeps you attached to your 
dreams 
Hope is your best friend that’s 
always there
Hope helps me, hope helps you

By Eliza Haines

Karen Drysdale

What is sadness?
Sadness is a soft blue flower
Sadness is a deep, quiet harp in 
darkness
Sadness is a cold, stormy night in 
winter
Sadness is like a puppy, lost and 
sad
Sadness is a child’s teary eyes in 
an orphanage
Sadness feels deep, heavy and 
slow
Sadness feels like you’re 
becoming shorter
Sadness is when you’re 
miserable, alone in the dark
Sadness is a lost baby bear, 
looking for it’s mother
Sadness is someone crying in the 
distance
Sadness is when your friend dies
That is sadness

By Maria Michalski

What is fun?
Fun is the colour yellow
Fun is out camping in the bush
Fun is like a monkey laughing
Fun is like a huge playground
Fun feels like warmth in your heart
Fun smells like pancakes and ice 
cream
Fun is a world of joy and 
happiness
Fun is like a hot Summer’s day at 
the beach
Fun is like a tuba making funny 
noises
Fun is icing biscuits with my mum
Fun is your heart pumping in a 
race
That is fun

By Daniel Harper
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Grade 5 / 6

Michelle Smith
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Jenny Rus

I don’t understand…
I don’t understand why people 
become poor,
Why people are selfish,
Why the poor aren’t helped!
 
But most of all…
Why wealthy people want more 
money,
Why society has injustice,
Why there is racism,
Why people repeatedly lie! 

By Maddeline Sargeant 6R

The most awesome animal
Unrivalled protective shielding
Rivalled top speed
Tenaciously taking to task
Living above and under the water
Evidently Amazing! 

By Jamie Morgan 6R

Just because I’m shy…
I’m not scared, I’m not lonely, and 
I’m not awful

It doesn’t mean I don’t enjoy 
surprises, or get excited
It doesn’t mean I don’t get 
overjoyed!

It doesn’t mean I’m odd, sad, or 
out of place
I want you to be around me! 

By Lilly Aitken 6R
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Middle S Casey Year 7 A

Helen Kilgour

Blessy Mathews
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Candice Thornton

The Year 7 Geography Fieldtrip 
– The Yarra River

“It was a day to remember, 
especially when Nathan decided 
to get himself soaked retrieving 
rubbish from the Yarra.”  
– Daniel Cameron

“I saved the day once again, by 
getting rubbish out of the Yarra – 
only superheroes do that kind of 
thing.” – Nathan Kannemeyer

“Are we taking care of our river, 
the Yarra? The Year 7 students 
of Cardinia and Casey went on a 
fieldtrip to find out.  We visited the 
mouth of the Yarra, Dight’s Falls, 
the Studley Park Boathouse and 
a spot further upstream to record 
statistics.” – Timothy De Silva

“We were at the mouth of the 
Yarra, and tested the water with 
our turbidity disk. We saw many 
jellyfish. It was a very interactive 
and sociable learning experience.” 
– Sarah Isaacs

“A wet adventure to remember.” 
– Jackson Barker

“The water excursion was 
interesting, and at times 
inspirational.” 
- Chiedza Muzambwa

“We first stopped near the mouth 
of the Yarra.  There was rubbish 
in the water and it was murky and 
deep brown.” – Ella De Haan
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Middle S Casey Year 7 C

Core English and Humanities:
As we study the disciplines and 
skills of history, geography, civics 
and English, students take part in 
a number of creative introductions 
and practical applications to 
the task at hand. Pictured are 
students building a weight-bearing 
bridge out of straws and sticky 
tape (‘Bridge to Terabithia’) and 
students engaged in wrapping a 
team ‘mummy’ to participate in 
a foot race (ancient Egypt). Year 
7 students also sat a number of 
diagnostic tests, including the 2015 
NAPLAN test.

Christine Burton

Jeannie Crispin
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Joseph Kan

2015 for 8A grew to be a hilarious and awesome class. All the boys are 
funny, cool and really great friends. During Home Group our teacher 
usually tells us stories about himself, then compares the story with the 
bible, always with a moral to share from his rich wisdom.

Throughout the year we have made many friends and have grown to 
appreciate each other’s interests and hobbies, even adopting some 
of them as our own, ones we never thought we would be interested in 
ever! There is amazing support and encouragement for one another 
from each other. 

We have certainly shared a diverse range of experiences as a class, 
many of which have been silly and most definitely memorable. This 
year has been really fun and crazy. All the boys have been really 
awesome! BEST YEAR EVER! #8A2015    

By Steven Job
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Middle S Casey Year 8 B

Larissa Jephcott
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Jessica De Zilva
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Middle S Camps (Grade 5 & Year 7)
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  ACACIA 2
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ACACIA 3 

Craig Minty

ACACIA 4
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SENIOR SPORTS / CASEY
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GREVILLEA 2 
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GREVILLEA 3 

GREVILLEA 4
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KURRAJONG 2 
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KURRAJONG 4 

KURRAJONG 3 
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WARATAH 2
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WARATAH 3

WARATAH 4
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Once again Year 11 Accounting students 
were given the opportunity to put into 
practice concepts and skills learnt during 
class with the operation of Small Business 
Week.  Students were responsible for 
all aspects of planning, sourcing stock, 
pricing goods, negotiating rental spaces, 
advertising and market research.  

“Something I have learned about planning 
a business that will help me in the future 
is that you should take into consideration 
all possible problems, you should 
communicate often and clearly with 
people around you, and you shouldn’t be 
afraid to ask for help or advice.”  
Sarah Ciortuz

“One thing I learned was to not 
underestimate your customers, otherwise 
you will be buying stock every day.  
You also need to have an original idea 
otherwise your business will just fade into 
the endless number of generic businesses 
you could find around any corner.”  
Liam Beasy

“The best thing about the week was to 
experience first-hand running a business 
for a whole week. You can spend plenty 
of time with your head in the books, but 
actually going out and running a business 
is completely different. It helped me 
understand small business operations 
much more thoroughly.”  
Michael Dudley

“Small business week should definitely 
continue at MCS because it is great fun, 
it teaches you organisational skills and 
it brings you closer to the others in the 
class, and that is only the start of a long 
list of positives.”  
Hamish Born

“I have learned how to organise stock 
and money for starting a small business 
and how to plan out a business, including 
advertisements, business registration, 
partnership agreements, sale ideas and 
to always be prepared for the worst.”  
Sharlom Niupulusu
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PERFORMING ARTS CASEY
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VISUAL ARTS
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JAPANESE CULTURAL EXCHANGE
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VCAL 
YEAR 11 & 12 
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HEAD OF CARDINIA, 
OFFICER

It has been quite a year at Cardinia! 
Although the focus at one level may have 
appeared to be on the changes that are 
due to occur on the campus in 2016, the 
dedicated staff ensured the children’s 
focus remained on their learning. In this 
it has been a lovely year full of joyous 
events, quality teaching and happy 
students. As the seniors were not on 
campus as much due to changes in the 
VCE, the Year 10s stepped up into campus 
leadership roles and handled themselves 
with aplomb. God was indeed honoured. 
There were many highlights, but three 
stand out. The guard of honour formed by 
the whole school for the Year 12s on their 
last day was very moving. The delight in 
seeing the generations come together 
at grandparents and special friends day 
when we hosted over 150 visitors. Finally 
the wonder and joy of performance in 
the amazing junior and middle school 
production of Alice In Wonderland JR.
There were significant changes in 
leadership at the campus during the year. 
Mr David Gleeson, the founding head of 
campus, was given extended personal 
leave from mid - April to care for his 
wife before taking a redundancy as part 
of the school restructure and ‘formally’ 
finishing in July. Mr Gleeson was known 
for his commitment to Christ-centred 
education, outstanding gifts in music 
and the performing arts, and genuine 
interest in the welfare of staff, students 
and their families. We wish him well in his 
new appointment as Principal at Melton 
Christian School. 

Mrs Linossier also took a redundancy and 
formally finished in September as Head of 
Junior School at Cardinia, a position she 
had held for seven years. Mrs Linossier 
worked tirelessly to support students and 
staff in her care. Her introduction of the 
‘peacemakers’ program has especially 
helped students in resolving conflicts in a 
way that honours God. We wish her well 
in her appointment as Principal at Chairo 
Christian School – Drouin and Drouin 
East.

At the end of the year, we also farewelled 
several other members of staff- Mrs Jenny 
Gleeson, who has been on sick leave 
since April, and unable to return to work, 
Mr Mark Radun, Mrs Carolyn Bruinsma 
and Mrs Francene Davy. We thank them 
all for their contribution to Maranatha, 
especially the Cardinia campus. 
I have very much enjoyed getting to know 

the Cardinia students, and their families 
much better this year and my thanks to 
all staff for their contribution, especially 
Mr David Lepileo, Mrs Nicole Liddle, Mr 
Mark Whelan and Mrs Melissa Millar, all of 
whom took on additional responsibilities 
this year. Thank you too to our families 
for your partnership as we seek to 
honour God in all we do. As the campus 
transitions to being a primary school in 
2016, I have no doubt that with the quality 
staff,  renewed focus on improved student 
learning, and the faithful foundation of the 
school, there is no doubt 2016 will be an 
exciting year for the campus. 

Dr Roderick Crouch

Principal/CEO
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CARDINIA STAFF
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Fiona Cook

Claire Robins
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PREP L

Aniela Lamott

It has been a privilege and honour 
to partner with the Prep L parents 
in helping their precious children 
reach their God given potential in 
all areas of school life. It has also 
been an absolute delight to watch 
each child work very hard, put so 
much effort into and enjoy their 
class activities. I am extremely 
proud of what each child has 
achieved this year. I wish them 
all the best as they continue their 
school journey.

Aniela Lamott
Prep L Teacher
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Melissa Miller
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GRADE 1 J
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GRADE 3 F

Suzanne Fitzpatrick
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GRADE 4 D

Francine Davy

This year Grade 4D has 
shared many experiences 
together and with others, 
both at school and in the 
wider community. They have 
learned that whenever you 
live to honour God and serve 
others, God multiplies the 
blessings. I have truly been 
privileged to have taught 
students with such beautiful 
hearts. “Think of ways to 
encourage one another to 
outbursts of love and good 
deeds.” (Hebrews 10:24)  

Francine Davy
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GRADE 5 S

This year in grade 5M we have been 
really lucky to be able to move out of the 
traditional class setting and learn through 
some amazing experiences. With the 
introduction of the iPad, our students 
have been able to incorporate their digital 
skills throughout many more subjects 
and record, create and document their 
education in new and exciting ways.

We have worked hard digging trenches to 
learn about some of the challenges that 
the ANZAC’s faced. Built constructions 
in the school garden to use our math 
knowledge in a practical way. Played 
interschool sports against other local 
schools to improve our sporting skills, 
work on our sportsmanship and develop 
connections within our local community.

Each student has their individual place 
within our class, and together they have 
made it a wonderful year to remember.

Mr Schroder
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Jeffrey Douglass
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JUNIOR SCHOOL VISUAL ARTS
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SCHOOL MUSIC

It is a joy participating in Music as it is 
a God given gift. We use it to worship 
God and express ourselves individually 
and corporately. The primary students 
participated wholeheartedly in the musical 
activities presented this year. They 
explored the various elements of Music, 
namely beat, rhythm, pitch dynamics 
and tempo, through singing, movement, 
dance, games, playing instruments and 
listening to different styles of music. The 
grade 3 and 4 students developed their 
understanding of these concepts through 
playing tuned instruments. Learning to 
play the recorder in particular, provided 
opportunities to perform individually and 
as a group.

The highlight in Music this year has 
been rehearsing and presenting the 
junior production of Alice in Wonderland. 
Students in each grade level learnt their 
song with choreography implemented by 
Mrs Bach. Having the goal of performing 
on stage before an encouraging and 
appreciative audience encouraged 
students to do their best. We congratulate 
them on a wonderful performance.

Lynette Lawson
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JUNIOR SCHOOL SPORT
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SECONDARY SPORTS
Boys Handball: 
The first game of the season for the 
Intermediate boy’s handball was played 
against a local school, St. Francis Xavier 
(Officer Campus) on Friday the 13th of 
February. The team travelled to Cardinia 
Life in Pakenham with a squad of 12 
players from year 9 and 10. Maranatha 
dominated most of the game and came 
out 16 – 7 winners. The standout players 
for the game were Ryan Trommler, Sam 
Grant and Spencer Byron. 

The fourth and final game for boys 
handball was played against Padua – 
Rosebud. Sitting second on the ladder 
the boys were all keen to do their best in 
the last game of the season. Maranatha 
started strong and went out to a lead but 
Padua came back as the game became 
very tightly contested. The scores came 
out to 5-7 in Padua’s favour and with 
Maranatha having all the momentum in the 
final few minutes but unable to capitalise 
on the scoreboard. Overall the boys all 
played well throughout the season and 
showed great improvement, especially 
the year 9 students who played handball 
competitively for the first time. 

Girls Volleyball: 
The first game of the season for the 
Intermediate girls Volleyball was a home 
game which saw Maranatha host local 
school St. Francis Xavier (Officer Campus) 
on Friday the 13th of February. The team 
prepared well before the game with a mix 
of girls from year 9 and 10. Maranatha 
came out convincing winners without 
losing a set, 3-0. The girls improved as the 
game went on showing great development 
of skill. Katie Wheatley-Price showed 
leadership qualities throughout the game. 

The intermediate Girls Volleyball team has 
successfully become champions in the 
SIS girls volleyball competition winning all 
of their games. The girls improved greatly 
through training and games which helped 
against high level teams such as St 
Francis Xavier Berwick. The girls set goals 
each game helping them achieve their 
best at all times. Congratulations to Olly 
Allars, Anda Almajan, Emily Campbell, 
Laura Campbell, Kirsten Fletcher, Bryony 
Forrest, Toni Solanke, Sophia Varga, 
Karlin Willis and Katie Wheatley Price on 
a great season! #goals
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LIBRARY
We have had a busy year in the library 
with students borrowing extra books for 
Accelerated Reading. 

There have been two Library Leadership 
groups who have learned how to borrow, 
return, reserve books and do some 
shelving. They have assisted younger 
students to find books and listened to and 
read to them also.

Book Week Parade was the year’s 
highlight and most of our students from 
ELC to Year 8 dressed up along with many 
staff members. It was a fun morning of 
laughter and showing off costumes as we 
celebrated reading and imagination.

Miss Melissa Robertson was with us in 
the library till late August, we will miss 
her vitality and her colouring in skills. Mrs 
Jan Kenney came across from Endeavour 
Hills to assist with the workload at the 
beginning of the year.

During break times we have UNO on 
Mondays, Lego on Tuesdays, colouring 
on Wednesdays, Thursday mornings are 
for Jigsaw puzzles, Thursday second 
break is for our Secondary students and 
Friday is movie day.

Many of our library regulars have become 
very good at packing up chairs, beanbags, 
textas etc. and we are pleased to have 
their help especially after the movie.

The library is a safe and happy place 
where everyone is welcome.

Thank you to our group of parents who 
have come into the library and volunteered 
your time to help us out with shelving and 
covering books during the year.

Mrs Robyn McFadzean
Library Technician
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
Caring, creating, discovering and nurturing
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SLEEPOVERS &  STAY-LATE

What an amazing time we had at the grade 2/3 
sleepover. The chance to stay at the school 
and spend some special time with friends 
was fantastic. Games, playing at the ELC and 
pizza dinner made for some memorable times 
together.
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MIDDLE SCHOOL CAMPS
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Renee Twyford
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MIDDLE SCHOOL CARDINIA YEAR 8

Jonathan Bach
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 CREVILLEA 9 & 10

This year, the Acacia Home Group 
has been part of many activities and 
informative devotions. One of this year’s 
exciting functions was run by the students 
themselves. They organised a Movie Night 
which was very successful and many 
primary and secondary students enjoyed 
this night. The money raised from this 
function was put towards the Thailand 
Mission Trip that took place during Term 
2. The students have been encouraged 
to talk about God and their own personal 
testimonies and journey with Jesus. We 
went through passages and stories from 
the bible, and how we can relate them to 
our everyday lives as well as the blessings 
we have each and every day. 

Written by Bryony Forrest (Year 10)
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KURRAJONG 9 & 10 

WARATAH 9 & 10

Cheryl Poustie Nicole Liddle

Rebecca Flynn
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CAREERS EXPO
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It’s been a great experience being a part 
of the final Cardinia year 10 class! We’ve 
all had such an amazing year together and 
have grown into a pretty tight-knit bunch. 
Most of us have been together since year 
7 and even though we’ve lost some people 
along the way, I’ve found it great having 
a small year level as it’s given me the 
opportunity to become friends with and get 
to know everyone. Even though most of us 
are combining with Endeavour Hills next 
year or moving to other schools, I know 
we’ll all still hold on to the friendships we 
have formed over the last four years at 
Cardinia.

Kirsten Fletcher

Rebecca Flynn
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PERFORMING 
ARTS 
CARDINIA
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SENIOR SCHOOL LEADERSHIP / 
CARDINIA
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YEAR 9 CAMP

Year 9 Coastal Adventure Camp – 
Torquay 2015

This year the Year 9 students all 
participated in a Coastal Adventure Camp 
in Torquay. The camp took place over 4 
days and was a great way for the students 
from Casey and Cardinia to get to know 
one another in a relaxed environment.  
It was wonderful to be in the outdoors, 
in such a spectacular part of Victoria, 
enjoying the physical challenges set 
before us.

Activities included:
• Surfing
• Body Boarding
• Sea Kayaking
• Mountain Bike riding
• Amazing Race
• Trivia Games
• Coastal Walking
• Water Slides

Thank you to all the students and staff 
for their participation in a most enjoyable 
camp. I’m sure there will be many 
treasured memories recounted for years 
to come.

Our Torquay Camp was definitely one of 
the best camps I have been on. Combining 
the two campuses was definitely effective 
as it gave us time to get to know each 
other before early commencement. Most 
of the activities were water based and 
we were blessed with good weather. We 
all enjoyed the independence we were 
given and it was a great time of relaxation 
as well. Overall, it was a wonderful 
experience and definitely something to 
look back on with fond memories. 
- Rachel Crotty

Torquay Camp was heaps of fun and 
I especially enjoyed surfing. The 
accommodation was really comfortable 
and this made the stay enjoyable. We 
enjoyed learning and connecting with our 
peers and we were able to relax and just 
be ourselves. Amazing camp! 
– Ruby Aitken.

The camp at Torquay was a great way to 
end the year. We were really blessed with 
the accommodation and food provided 
and the activities were really enjoyable. 
Group activities. Including surfing, 
amazing race and trivia night were a 
great way to connect and having a bit of 
healthy competition with our peers. The 
two campuses connected instantly and 
we blended really well.
 – Chantelle van Damme
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On Wednesday morning the Year 11 
cohort boarded the buses for destination 
Sorrento. As with any camp, there was 
excitement in the air as their bags were 
loaded and their roll was taken. Much work 
was put into organising this camp and the 
night before, we were made aware that the 
weather conditions for our first day would 
be extreme and that certain of our activities 
would not be possible. Mr Jackson did an 
amazing job of reorganising the program at 
the last minute for which we were all very 
grateful. The aim of the camp/retreat was 
to get the Class of 2016 ready to face the 
challenging year ahead and to spend some 
time getting to know each other better. 

The students were split into 4 groups 
and they rotated through activities on 
Wednesday and Friday which included 
snorkelling, scuba diving and sessions 
on tips for VCE/VCAL, setting goals, self-
care and how to support each other in 
the coming year. We had team building 
exercises on the beach which included tug 
of war. 

On Thursday, the group was split into a 
boys and girls. The girls spent the morning 
at the Peninsula Hot Springs followed 
by lunch and then a walk to the park in 
Sorrento where they spent some quiet and 
reflective time spread out around the park. 
The time in the park ended with the girls 
and teachers sitting in a group on the grass 
and sharing what they had received in their 
quiet time, followed by a beautiful prayer 
time in the beautiful sunshine. The evening 
program consisted of a long session where 
the teachers answered the questions that 
the girls had posed on Faith and also issues 
that young women face. 

The boys started their day with boxing 
followed by sea kayaking. They enjoyed a 
BBQ lunch and then a coastal walk/race. 
They too spent some time hearing from 
their teachers on Faith and issues. They 
finished their day by going to the movies.

It was indeed a wonderful time away with 
our Class of 2016 and some special bonds 
were created. We ended the retreat with a 
delicious lunch at the Portsea Hotel. 
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YEAR 11 / 12 RETREAT
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Nadia Bakerov
Quote “Capitol Contribution”- Jessica Brewer.
Memory - The day everyone thought I had wagged class 
to read books.

Nathan Bell
Quote “Life is about finding the quickest way to get back 
to sleep!”
Memory - Creating Maranatha Christian School.

Jessica Brewer
Quote “I smile because I have no idea what is going on.”
Memory - Rachel never being able to finish a joke with-
out crying,

Joel Brough
Quote “I love deadlines. I like the whooshing sound they 
make as they fly by.”
Memory - Sleeping out on the balcony on Year 10 camp.

Joshua Buciu
Quote “If you were to live each day as your last, one day 
will most certainly be right!”
Memory - The fire extinguisher in D5

Mitchell Buck
Quote Don’t be a pumpkin... Just do it!
Memory -Expensive scarf shopping with Mrs Dutlow!

Denise Chicas
Quote “I don’t need to write that down, I’ll remember 
that!” – Denise Chicas
Memory - Leaving my makeup on people’s blazers or 
jumpers.

Rachael Crossett
Quote “iibung macht den Meister.”
Memory - Thinking of a quote to write with Petra.

Kyra Doravelu
Quote “A positive attitude may not solve all your prob-
lems, but it will annoy enough people to make it worth the 
effort.” ~Herm Albright
Memory - Last day of Art class, creating a giant circle 
finger painting. 

Patrick Dumiter
Quote “Hakuna Matata.”
Memory - Wearing sports uniform all year in Year 10.

Nadia Forrest
Quote “Whaaaaat?”
Memory - Year 10 Camp at Coolamatong when we 
canoed, swam with jellyfish and Sam’s personal flotation 
device.

Joshua Grant
Quote “God alone knows the plans he’s got for my future, 
they are plans full of hope and good things. Jeremiah 
29:11.”
Memory - From Oliver to when musical worlds collide I’ve 
loved working with all the different casts and crews.

Matthew Inman
Quote “When life gives you lemons, don’t make lemon-
ade. Make life take the lemons back! Get mad!” Cave 
Johnson 
Memory - Laughing uncontrollably with Lee after watch-
ing Funniest Videos on YouTube. 

Daniel Jetmar
Quote “Have motivation because Year 12 is extreme!”
Memory - Enjoying getting to know my Year 12 teachers.

Merlin Jolly 
Quote “Laziness will kill you!” – Mrs Dutlow
Memory - Physics and Chemistry classes with Joanna.
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Daniel Lameris
Quote “At the end of the day.”
Memory -The fire extinguisher.

Devrath Latchan
Quote “I will steal your job!” Devrath Latchan.
Memory - Do Methods they said! I would dominate they 
said!

Joanna Leucuta
Quote “Have I not commanded you? Be strong and cou-
rageous…” Joshua 1:9
Memory - Art block shenanigans.

Leonard Lim
Quote “Smartness runs in my family. When I went to 
school I was so smart that my teacher was in my class for 
5 years.” GB
Memory -My first successful basketball three-point throw 
in Grade 6.

Titchiang Mai
Quote “Discernment is a gift.”
Memory - Deep and meaningful conversations in Sociol-
ogy that shifted and challenged our perspectives.

Caleb Marinau
Quote “So what are we doing?”
Memory - Scaring Miss Rus and life lessons with Mrs 
Dutlow at Friday after school detentions.

Naomi Ollington
Quote Alice: This is impossible! Mad Hatter: Only if you 
believe it is.

Memory - Reaching new levels of insanity with awesome 
friends at the art block.

Claudia Porublev
Quote “Imperfect action beats perfect inaction every 
time.”- Harry S Truman.
Memory - Mr Ham’s short stories or jokes during Physics 
class.

Delon Ranasinghe
Quote “I am the Kanye West of English!” - Me
Memory - Breaking the light pole outside the Art Block.

Christine Richards
Quote “I’m not Jess!” - Me
Memory - Thailand Trip on my birthday when nobody 
wanted to be in a taxi with me because Mr Minty would 
sing happy birthday at the top of his lungs.

Reuben Sajan
Quote Procrastination is the art of keeping up with yes-
terday -Don Marquis
Memory - A semi-deep and meaningful with Nazeem 
(yes it actually happened) and the ‘Gold Star’ award.

Matilda Sheeran
Quote Jeremiah 29:11
Memory - Awesome camps with the Outdoor Ed crew 
and Mama J

Karolyn Stephens
Quote “If it’s brown, flush it down!” – Heejin 
Memory - When I saw Heejin and Chanaye for the first 
time.

Simon Volkoff
Quote ‘Simon where’s your blazer?’
Memory - “Driving a go-kart with friends when we were 
meant to be in class”

CASEY YEAR 12 A
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Blair Angus,  
Quote “Just do it!” 
Memory - Driving Mr Wiggs crazy with my perfectionism 
while making my bookshelf in Year 12 Wood.

Jude Bashir,  
Quote “Limits, like fears, are just an illusion.” – Michael 
Jordan. 
Memory - Year 12 Formal

Stephen Capon,   
Quote “Think where man’s glory most begins and ends, 
and say: “My glory was I had such friends.”- William Butler 
Yeats. 
Memory - Year 12 = The hardest, but the best year of my 
life.

Ivy Chen,  
Quote “Rose are red, violets are blue. 
Therapy sessions with you”.

Kelly Cox,  
Quote “I’m cold!” 
Memory - Biology: the hot chocolates, Mrs Munyard’s 
swagger and teaching her what it meant.
 
Rebekah Crawley,  
Quote “Jess, why are you so white?” – Bek Crawley. 
Memory - Smashing ice cream into Rachel’s face.

Selissa Damor, 
Quote “Miley, what’s good?” – Nicki Minaj. 
Memory - Being consistently twelve years old all through 
high school.

Lachlan Fletcher,  
Quote “You’re just mad cause you got in trouble.” -  Miss 
Newlin. 
Memory - Fire dancing at Outdoor Ed camp and almost 
setting Josh on fire.

Rachel Gonsalves,  
Quote “Oh my goodness Bek, you can’t just ask someone 
why they’re white!” – Mean Girls.
Memory - Before Petra came and started beating me at 
Cross Country.

Nathan Horvat,  
Quote “Intelligence without ambition is a bird without 
wings.” – Salvador Dali. 
Memory - In grade 5 when Tadros attempted a scissor 
kick and ended up getting knocked out.

Caleb Mack,  
Quote “Every accomplishment starts with a decision to 
try.” 
Memory - Playing a prank on Mr Ham in Physics.

Paul Michalski,  
Quote “You can catch flies with honey, but you can catch 
more honies being fly.” 
Memory - Year 10 Camp, playing the Movie Title Game.

Tomasz Mikolajewski,  
Quote “Stop say I wish, start saying I will.” Memory - 
Taking a drink break in Mr Ham’s Physics class
Reuben Minda, 
Quote “I’m actually not funny, I’m just mean and people 
think I’m joking.” 
Memory - Turning off the bell.
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Jonathan Nechita,   
Quote “The bigger they are the harder they fall.” 
Memory - Santa suits for Dress Up Day.

Rosie Olney,  
Quote “I love deadlines, I like the whooshing sound that 
they make as they fly by.” 
Memory - Wasting a random’s printing money with Nathan 
Bell.

Courteney Pires,  
Quote “It’s wetter than a wet bag.” – Brandon Beiss-
mann. 
Memory - Year 12 Camp and Thailand 2013.

Elaine Rabahi,   
Quote “She eats noodles to keep her noodle hair.”- Kim 
Lepileo. 
Memory - Erin lost her phone and used my phone to call 
it, only to dial the wrong number and ask a random guy for 
her phone back.

Isaac Sargeant,   
Quote “You can’t see me!”- The Champ, John Cena. 
Memory - Seth Rollins cashing in his money in the bank 
contract to become the new Wide World Heavyweight 
Champion.

Micaela Sheils,  
Quote “Micaela is pretty much the coolest person you will 
ever meet.” -  Everyone 
Memory - When I met Naomi.
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Daniel Tadros,  
Quote “Don’t dream your life, live your dream.” 
Memory - Joking in class with the bod on several occa-
sions. 

Samuel Van Dijk,  
Quote “Jesus is our only hope!”- Caleb Marinau 
Memory - Basketball every recess and lunchtime with the 
gang.

Jin Ho Yang,  
Quote “When your dog bites me, I bite your dog.”
 
Samuel Yoa,  
Quote “Don’t work hard, work smart!” 
Memory - Singing Row, row, row your boat with Nadia at 
Camp Coolamatong in Year 10. 
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Brandon Beissman, 
Quote “Can I borrow a feeling?” – Kirk Van Houten 
Memory - Ashli Bendix tripping over wet concrete and 
falling into a puddle.

Kyrollos Botros,  
Quote “Woe to those who go down to Egypt for help” 
Isaiah 31:1 
Memory - Co-starring in Shaun Cossigny’s Year 10 
media Film. 

Voldy Bukishie,  
Quote “Better late than never!” 
Memory - The day I saw Devrath slay…Never. Cough, 
cough #potential.

Philip Cervenjak,   
Quote “I have not failed, I have just found 
10 000 ways that won’t work!” – Thomas Edison  
Memory - Mr Ham’s UFO story.8

Chak Chak,  
Quote “I‘m not Sam Yoa!” 
Memory - My first day at MCS.

Abraham Freijah,   
Quote “The only easy day was yesterday!” – US Navy 
Seals. 
Memory - Dominating the pool at every swimming carni-
val since Year 7.

Shannon Hicks,  
Quote “Just as much.” - Shannon 
Memory - Antics with Davo in Sociology.

Chanaye Jones,  
Quote “I don’t like when people call me a dumb 
blonde!” 
Memory - The day I met Heejin and Karol (best day ever)

Cameron Knoll,   
Quote “Maybe I should just quit and go back to making 
noodles!” – Po (Kung Fu Panda) 
Memory - Being compared to James Tana on my first 
day and having teachers accidently refer to me as 
“James”.

Kimberly Lepileo,   
Quote “Hot mama likes tango!” – Brandon Beiss-
mann 
Memory - Year 9 Media with Brandon and Courteney and 
filming “Help me Rhonda”.

Lee Merritt,  
Quote “If it’s good enough for me, it’s good enough for 
you!” 
Memory - Getting yelled at by Mr Pilgrim when I fanned 
my sleeping bag out on camp.
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Ryan Naidu,  
Quote “Don’t give up!” 
Memory - Playing sport in Physical Education.

Gonyjuok Obony,  
Quote “Just do it!” 
Memory - Year 12 Formal

Micah Prins,  
Quote “We were born to be real, not perfect!” 
Memory - Mrs Iancu tripping over a tent rope on year 8 
camp and me being the only one who witnessed it. 

Isabella Reeves,  
Quote “Ceramic” – Brandon Beissmann, 2014 
Memory - Being a part of Media’s filming projects such 
as “Help me Rhonda” and “Girly Born in the 90’s”

Hannah Skipper,  
Quote ‘Keep moving forward!’ – from the movie: Meet the 
Robinsons 
Memory - The 2012 Thailand Trip; meeting new people, 
going on the elephant ride, the hike, eating sticky rice and 
drinking fruit shakes :) 

Mary Stanley,   
Quote “Oh my word, I can’t spell!”- Mary Stanley 
Memory - Falling off the monkey bars at Doveton and 
fracturing my arm.

CASEY YEAR 12 K

Maddelin Ternanov,  
Quote “It’s better to arrive late than to arrive ugly!” 
Memory - Mrs Alley getting her heel stuck in the floor 
and sending us out the classroom because she was too 
embarrassed to tell us.

Dusan Vujic,   
Quote “You can’t see me” - John Cena Year 12 
Formal

Matthew Ward,   
Quote “You only live once, but if you do it right, once is 
enough!” 
Memory - Talking with friends.

Renee Weitering,   
Quote “When life gives you lemons, make lemon-
ade!” 
Memory - Breaking my arm on a water slide on Grade 5 
camp

Megan Young,   
Quote “This castle is in unacceptable condition!  UNAC-
CEPTABLE!”-Earl of Lemongrab 
Memory - Leaving year 12 and Maranatha Christian 
School.
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Lauren Antonysen,  
Quote “Don’t be delicate, be vast and brilliant.” 
Memory -Year 12 Formal.

Jonathan Buzgau,  
Quote “Jesus wept.” (John 11:35) 
Memory -Playing ball with the crew.

Rachel Christl,   
Quote “You laughing because I’m laughing, but you don’t 
know why I’m laughing!” 
Memory -Meeting the love of my life, Liam Dykman.

Shaun Cossigny,  
Quote “I love short guys”- Every girl in my year level. 
Memory -Horvat Express

Liam Dykman,  
Quote “You laughing because I’m laughing, but you don’t 
know why I’m laughing!” 
Memory -See Mr Ham crack up laughing.

Alexandru Enghis,   
Quote “Alex, beanie off!” 
Memory -Ditching Maths

Grace Fidler,  
Quote “Persistence is key!” 
Memory -Watching from the window in Grade 4 as cows 
came onto the school grounds and teachers trying to 
round them up.

Naomi Grant,  
Quote “I’m Batman!” 
Memory -When I met Micaela.

Jacob Harris,  
Quote “Life sucks at times .... Get over it!” 
Memory -Year 9 City to Coast Week when someone 
threw a chip on the road and all the seagulls flew to get it 
just as a truck went past. The truck killed 4 seagulls.

Luke Hewa,   
Quote “Do it, just do it! Don’t let your dreams be dreams; 
yesterday you said tomorrow, so just do it, make your 
dreams come true!” 
Memory -Playing Xbox in the middle of the night with my 
mates on Year 12 Induction Camp.

Nathanael Istratoaie,  
That’s your lying face - Miss Newlin 
Memory -The Air show in year 10 science with Mrs 
Munyard.

Erin Mollet,   
Quote “Por que no las dos?” - ‘Why don’t we have both?’ 
– Kimberley Lepileo 
Memory -Watching Cold Case and eating snacks with 
my chums on camp in 2013.

Haydyn Newham,  
Quote “Mo money, Mo problems” 
Memory -The slippery slide in our Santa suits.
Djamel O’Callaghan,  
Quote “I’ll sus it!” 
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Memory - Breaking ankles all day on the court.
Claire Ormiston,  
Quote “Blue skies in, grey skies out” 
Memory -Grizzle and Bear pranks 

Heejin Park,  
Quote “If its yellow, let it mellow.” – Karol. 
Memory -When I saw Karol and Chanaye for the first 
time.

Petra Ruhl,  
Quote “Fais roujours de ron mieux meme si personne ne 
regarde.” 
Memory -Thinking of a quote to write with Rachael.

Nassim Shakour,  
Quote “It’s not about where you begin, but about how far 
you go.” – Mrs Kilgour. 
Memory -Mrs Kilgour’s jokes in Specialist Maths:” An 
argument is not something I have with Jinho!”

Mark Shehata,   
Quote “Follow your heart but take your brain with 
you.” 
Memory -When I drove Nassim’s car and he was in 
shock.

Jordan Subban,   
Quote “For I know the plans I have for you, plans to pros-
per you, not to harm you. Plans to give you a hope and a 
future” 
Memory -Let’s go to the river.

James Tana,   
Quote “If it can be done tomorrow, it won’t get done 
today.” 
Memory -Daniel Tadros’ soccer square in in Grade 6.

Luke Vella,   
Quote “When in doubt, procrastinate.” 
Memory -Breaking my ankle playing British Bulldogs on 
the oval.

Joel Wheatley Price,  
Quote ‘Work as hard as you can to the best of your ability 
so at the end of it all you have no regrets’ 
Memory -Playing dizzy penalties with my friends on the 
muddy soccer pitch at Cardinia Campus
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In Matthew 20:25-28 we read:
25 Jesus called them together and said, 
“You know that the rulers of the Gentiles 
lord it over them, and their high officials 
exercise authority over them.26 Not so with 
you. Instead, whoever wants to become 
great among you must be your servant, 27 
and whoever wants to be first must be your 
slave— 28 just as the Son of Man did not 
come to be served, but to serve, and to give 
his life as a ransom for many.”

The Year 10 Community Service Week is 
a vital part of encouraging our students to 
participate in acts of service.  Students and 
staff will be involved in a variety of service 
projects throughout the week both in the 
local community and closer to the city of 
Melbourne.

Our aim is to continue inspiring our 
students to discover and develop their 
God-given gifts, abilities and character for 
a life of service to the Lord in contemporary 
society.

Students assisted with and participated in 
the following activities:
•  Global awareness seminar
•  Special school sports activities
•  Primary school garden, drama and sports 
   activities
•  Andrews Centre community garden
•  Transit food kitchen sorting and serving
•  Foodbank food sorting
•  Park clean-up
•  Nursing home visit
•  Salvation Army toybank
•  Big Issue classroom

Thank you to all the students and staff for 
their role in service during the week.
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YEAR 10 WORK EXPERIENCE

Well done Year 10’s!
It was a great pleasure to see our students 
make a wonderful effort when they took 
on an employee role for a week in a range 
of businesses. Each of them presented 
strong employability skills and they have 
learnt a great deal about the world of work.  
The employers were appreciative and 
impressed by our students’ willingness to 
learn and complete the tasks.  To quote 
one employer:  “It has been a pleasure to 
have __ working in our organisation.  __ 
has adapted well in an office environment.  
__ has embraced the task at hand, working 
quietly but efficiently. __ has particularly 
been able to assimilate with fellow staff and 
the working environment, both in his attire 
and approach.”

Some of the comments from the students 
includes: “Everyone is really nice here”  “I 
have to start at 8.00am and don’t get to 
leave until 5.00pm.  I do get one hour for 
lunch, though, better than school.” “I never 
want to work in a supermarket” “I heard 
someone got paid $200 for the week.  My 
employer paid me $5.00 a day but I don’t 
mind it at all.  I learnt heaps.” “It has been 
so much fun”  “I love helping with the little 
kids”  

Mrs Eva Silverstein
Careers Counsellor
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Tuesday 20th October, the venue is 
Berwick Church of Christ. It is 9am in the 
morning and Mrs Weitering has delivered 
the gowns and caps to the room where 
the graduands will be gowning up. She is 
now busy labelling chairs for each student 
and also for those who will be receiving 
Subject Awards. At 10am the Class of 
2015 start arriving all dressed neatly in 
their school uniform and they are ushered 
through to the room. The room is abuzz 
with all the excitement of students finding 
their gown and helping each other to put 
on their caps and they are assisted by their 
House Coordinators who line them up in 
alphabetical order. Dr Crouch arrives and 
briefs them on procedure and we are all 
ready to go at 10 30am.

Everyone in the church stands and the 
class of 2015 enter the church being 
videoed and photographed by proud 
parents, friends and family; a wonderful 
atmosphere! We sing the National Anthem, 
Jordan Subban reads Psalm 15 and we 
hear from Dr Crouch. Students receive 
Academic Awards, we have an amazing 
Musical performance by Matilda Sheeran, 
Nathan bell, Joshua Grant and Rosie  
Olney. The House Coordinators and Mrs 
Dutlow take it in turns to present the Class 
of 2015 and they are each congratulated by 
Dr Crouch and applauded by the audience. 
On the third cheer led by Mr Jackson, the 
class of 2015 threw their caps up in the 
air, marking the end of thirteen years of 
schooling. Morning tea was then served 
and many photos taken with proud parents 
and families. 
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A beautiful way to celebrate the end of 
thirteen years of school. The venue was 
The Lincoln of Toorak and surprisingly 
most people arrived early and the room 
was abuzz with excitement. Our Class of 
2016 were hardly recognisable with the 
girls in their beautiful dresses and the 
boys in suits. Mr Jackson was our Master 
of Ceremonies and he had us all in fits of 
laughter as he showed photos of the class 
doing activities while in Prep. Stephen 
Capon read from the Bible; Ecclesiastes 
12:1-7 and Matilda Sheeran prayed for 
God’s blessing on the evening. The meal 
served by the staff of the Lincoln of Toorak 
was delicious. Mrs Dutlow shared some 
words for the future and urged the Class of 
2015 to remember God, to be themselves, 
to say thank you and to give of their time, 
energy and money to make this world a 
better place. Dr Crouch read them a poem, 
Philip Cervenjak played guitar and Stephen 
Capon played piano. Later in the evening, 
we heard from the two School Captains 
who took a walk down memory lane and 
thanked their teachers for their support 
and God for always being with them. 
Maddelin Ternanov and Devrath Latchan 
thanked the House Coordinators and Mrs 
Dutlow for their work and support over the 
year and presented them each with a gift. 
It then came to that time in the evening 
when we were to hear from Paul Michalski, 
our Valedictorian for 2015. No one will 
ever forget his speech. He reminded us 
why Maranatha Christian School can be 
regarded as a family; not forgetting the 
moments of dysfunction that all families 
experience. Armed with “props”, he had 
the whole audience in fits of laughter. The 
evening ended with the House Coordinators 
presenting their students from the Class of 
2015, lots of photos being taken and hugs 
and high fives everywhere. A lovely night 
was had by all.
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ALL THINGS SCIENCE
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RoboCup Junior Regional Competition
On Saturday 25th July, 12 students from Casey Middle School participated 
in the RoboCup Junior Division.

Our school entered three teams, one of which came third out of 15 schools. 
Congratulations to: Phillip Viviers, Steven Job, Henrico Eybers & Jacques 
Mouton who placed 3rd.

Well done to all other participants: Caleb Pellowe, Jaysen Del Socorro, 
Tayne Michalik, Joshua Yap, Sean McQueen, Trudy Mouton, Trysten Morley 
& Zach Morley.

A special thank you goes to Mrs. Thornton who drove the mini bus and to 
Mr. & Mrs. Yap and Mrs. Michalik who came and supported the students on 
the day. 

We will now enter the Victoria State finals that will be held at Science Works

Nearly 4000 students from 270 secondary Schools in Australia sat the 
Australian Science Olympiads in Biology, Chemistry & Physics in August.

The exams are challenging and test knowledge of scientific concepts and 
their application in contemporary contexts, critical thinking and problem-
solving abilities, and skills of scientific inquiry. The exams offer a motivating 
goal and provide a unique opportunity for talented students to be extended. 
The exams provide a positive recognition of academic achievement. 

Congratulations to the following students: 

Certifications are awarded on the basis of a students’ rank as follows:
- High Distinction top10%
- Distinction next 20%
- Credit next 30%
- Participation remaining 40%

Medals are awarded to each student who achieves a high distinction:
Gold top third of high distinction awards
Siler next third of high distinction awards
Bronze remaining third of high distinction awards

We know not everyone will be a scientist. But we all need to be science-
literate. Scientific literacy is not just about grasping the technical concepts, 
it is about curiosity, a questioning approach, and a willingness to test 
rigorously claims with evidence. Being science literate allows us to play a 
role in shaping our future.
If you are in year 10 or 11 next year, and are after an extra challenge, 
consider taking part in the Australian Science Olympiad Competition. 

Mrs. Justine Iancu
Faculty Team Leader (Science)

First Name Last Name           Award  Medal Discipline
Stephen Capon           Credit   Physics
Stephen Capon           High Distinction Gold Chemistry
Philip Cervenjak           Distinction  Physics
Rebekah Crawley           Participation   Biology
Abraham Freijah           Distinction  Biology
Caleb Jenkins           Credit   Physics
Merlin  Jolly           Participation  Chemistry
Joanna Leucuta           Participation  Biology
Chelsea Raar           High Distinction Bronze Biology
Joel Wheatley Price      Credit   Chemistry 

Maranatha entered 4 teams into the Robocop State Final Division, Simple 
Simon & Generation II. 

Teams where of mixed ability and a total of 13 students competed from Year 
6 to Year 8.

Phillip Viviers, Henrico Eybers and Jacques Mouton made it to the finals in 
Generation II division. They lost however and came second overall. Which 
is a fantastic result.  Caleb Pellowe was approached by the organisers and 
was entered into an external competition for his novel design. He created 
a kicking mechanism that added spin to the ball.  Congratulations to all 
students that competed.  Bring on 2016!

Our students in fact had 12 afterschool sessions in putting this together, 
what a terrific result!
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Making an IMPACT, Leaving a LEGACY
We heard many stories of current and 
passed missions throughout Thailand and 
spreading around the world into countries 
such as Burma, Sudan, Kurdistan and 
Iraq; also hearing about future plans for 
big movements in God’s name.

These acts inspired us to work harder 
than ever, grow more in God and through 
doing so we were able to have an impact 
in God’s name to the fullest of our abilities. 
We were not only able to physically impact 
the Thai people through maintenance work 
and painting, cleaning cars and husking 
corn but were also able to emotionally 
and spiritually impact those around us. 
And of course there were times where 
we didn’t see the immediate impact of our 
work first hand, but we know that through 
many others who have the same goal as 
us, God is moving to bring to flourish the 
extent of the work we did for His kingdom 
– situations like making bags for displaced 
families throughout Burma and spending 
time with children who may not quite 
understand the fullness of God yet. This 
experience gave us the opportunity to sew 
into the lives of many – whether that be 
our friends that journeyed with us or more 
specifically the children that we spent time 
with. We shared God’s love with them 
through all the exciting things that we did 
with them and taught them about His love. 
We were able to show them that anything 
is possible through Him and even through 
rain there is sunshine.

Jordyn Cameron Yr 10

For me one of the greatest impacts I was 
able to make was in a beautiful girl called 
Teerena’s life. Teerena is blind and lives in 
the Agape home. I was lucky to have her 
as my buddy and was able to spend most 
days with her while we were in Thailand. 
Mrs Maidment told me one day when we 
were in Thailand that Teerena used to 
be so frightened of everybody when she 
first came to Agape and she would wet 
her pants because she was too scared 
to ask to go to the toilet. The moment I 
realised that I had made an impact in her 
life was one day when we were singing 
our own version of “let it go” but saying 
Hello and Thankyou in Thai because it 
was practically the only Thai we knew. 
She thought it was the most hilarious 
thing ever and she cracked up laughing 
and was rolling all over the floor and 
was laughing to the extent that she was 
snorting. Although this was such a small 
thing, the amount of joy she expressed 
while we were around was so beautiful 
and it makes you realise just what a little 
bit of time and attention around someone 
can do. 

Candice Tucker Yr 10
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SENIOR PRODUCTION

When Musical Worlds Collide
On Thursday and Friday (20th and 21st 
August) in the Cardinia Performing Arts 
Studio, two audiences were treated 
to Maranatha’s first Cross-campus 
(Combined) Production, and what a 
brilliant success it was!

Earlier on in the year, students from 
both Cardinia and Casey Senior Schools 
entered into a rigorous audition process, 
and those successful students, selected 
from a pool of exceptionally talented 
students, embarked on a number of 
rehearsals, learning script, choreography 
and stage plotting, as well as learning a 
number of songs from various musicals.

With a cleverly script written by Mr. D. 
Gleeson, ‘When Musical Worlds Collide’ 
used the character of Huckleberry Finn 
to tie in characters from, ‘Calamity Jane’, 
‘Grease’,  ‘The Lion King’, and ‘Legally 
Blonde’, just to list a few.

All students presented a fantastic 
performance culminating in such a 
rousing rendition of ‘One Day More’, from 
the musical ‘Les Miserables’; which both 
nights received a standing ovation from 
the audience and request for an encore!

Special thanks must go to all staff, students 
and teachers who supported backstage in 
areas of make-up, photography, sound 
and lighting, music ensemble and stage 
managing; but extra special thanks must 
be expressed especially to Mrs. Tamara 
Boag and Mrs. Nicole Liddle who worked 
tirelessly over many months to produce 
such a brilliant performance on both 
nights.

It is wonderful to see the breadth and 
depth of musical talent at Maranatha; in 
singing, acting and dancing. And to those 
students who are concluding their Year 12 
education at the end of this 2015 school 
year, I thank you each for the amazing 
legacy you leave behind to ensure the 
Performing Arts continues to develop and 
grow in the years to come.

Craig Minty
Director of Music
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Friday the 16th October dawned and Mr 
Jackson was indeed surprised to see a 
group of Year 12 students ready and in 
school at 6 am; or were they? The day 
saw a group of students start their day at 
Cardinia, another group board a bus for 
the Doveton Junior School and a group 
stayed back at  Casey Senior, Endeavour 
Hills. 

Their uniforms were traded for a range 
of costumes, from fairies, gothic, santas, 
cheer leaders, bananas, rug rats and 
more. The groups at Cardinia and 
Doveton had a morning interacting with 
the Junior School students and the group 
at Endeavour Hills played sport and took a 
drama class with the Year 7s and 8s. They 
all returned to Endeavour Hills for morning 
tea which was followed by an assembly; 
yet I am not sure we can really call it 
that. We had Nathan Bell impersonate Dr 
Crouch, Voldy doing what he does best, 
dancing, accompanied by the bananas 
on guitar and bongos. Bananas really 
shouldn’t dance! Well, neither should the 
santas! They were received with laughs 
and cheers from the senior school, while 
the teachers nervously looked on. 

After a lunch of chicken wings and 
salad, they were finally farewelled by the 
students who formed a guard of honour. 
Some braved the slippery slide organised 
by Mr Jackson and the day ended with 
Mrs Dutlow sighing with relief!
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